
 

   

  

 

  

Abstract 
This document defines a reference architecture for a combined 

Quantum CatDV and ActiveScale™ workflow. The storage infrastructure 

is implemented with Quantum software and appliances.   

 

REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE 

Content Archive with CatDV 

and ActiveScale Cold Storage  
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Executive Summary 
The objective of this paper is to present a detailed, repeatable reference architecture for deploying asset 

management and archiving solutions using the Quantum CatDV media management and orchestration 

platform integrated with Quantum ActiveScale object storage. The architecture demonstrated can scale into 

the Petabyte range and beyond, protects assets with a very high degree of resiliency, offers retrievability of 

assets with excellent performance, all while making the entire library available to and tightly integrated with 

the Quantum CatDV asset management platform. CatDV is an agile asset management and workflow 

orchestration platform that provides powerful asset management, automation, and collaboration tools for 

any organization that manages large volumes of digital media. The platform delivers a wide variety of 

media-centric capabilities, including traditional PAM, MAM, and DAM, sophisticated workflow automation, 

and fully customized applications. Quantum ActiveScale™ Cold Storage is a new class of object storage that 

provides secure, highly durable, and extremely low-cost storage for archiving of your cold data. It enables 

any organization generating petabytes of data to deploy S3 Glacier Class-compatible storage within their 

own data center, colocation facility, or hosted IT environment.  

By implementing the MAM as the creative user’s primary interface into their workflow and archive, 

customers will be able to index and ingest master files, and automatically generate links back to all the raw 

sources of those masters, which are then automatically retrieved and presented to the user or solution 

when needed. The customer can organize their assets, monitor asset locations and levels of protection, and 

have a searchable interface to quickly find content across their entire deployment. By configuring powerful 

workflow automation engines users can order and speed their workflow steps including managing ingest of 

raw or source files, production management and planning, craft editing and finishing, review, and approval, 

asset enhancement and monetization, and archive workflow steps.  

At a very high level, Figure 1 below provides a view of the components and options that go into a  

Quantum Solution: 

 

Figure 1 – Quantum Solutions for Media Workflows 
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The Need for This Solution 
With rapidly increasing media resolutions, delivery formats, and the need to consolidate ever larger content 

libraries to speed content production and support extended monetization efforts, there is an urgent need 

for content library storage solutions that can seamlessly support asset management workflows. The 

challenge facing architects today is to design a solution that can track, store, and retrieve these assets even 

while the asset library and creation workflows are growing dynamically and beyond traditional storage 

architectures. The number of collected assets, multiple ongoing projects, geo-dispersed sites and remote 

operators all make it extraordinarily challenging for organizations struggling to maintain order in media 

management and prevent the loss of irreplaceable content. Through the disruption caused by the COVID-19 

pandemic, facilities have been required to deliver highly reliable workflows despite a near-total remote 

work force. With the surge of new content and multiple content staging areas such as tape, nearline, and 

other disk storage, tracking all this data and managing their multiple locations manually is both error-prone 

and inefficient.  

 

Implementing a private cloud object storage as the primary content storage system presents a more reliable 

and faster way to store these assets for both the short and long term at any scale. Erasure coding 

techniques within ActiveScale ensure the integrity of the data and delivers resiliency of that data by 

spreading the data over different locations, while asset locations and cloud-delivered tools for asset 

enhancement are all orchestrated within a centralized CatDV server, database, and worker automation 

routines. Whether you are developing solutions for life and Earth sciences, media production, government 

programs, web services, IoT infrastructure, AI/ML, or video surveillance, ActiveScale puts an affordable 

scalable solution within reach. Now, you can build your own private cloud storage environment, seamlessly 

grow your data stores from terabytes to exabytes, and reduce the cost of your cold data. Together, the 

integrated solution addresses the key concerns of collaborative asset management and project workflows, 

makes assets available wherever needed, and also protects the original assets with a high degree of 

resiliency and near-instant file retrieval performance. 

By implementing CatDV as the Media Asset Management (MAM) solution that presents a unified view of 

asset inventory across local and object storage that automates file movement and proxy generation, a single 

canonical view of content inventory is achieved while also allowing creatives and asset managers to be more 

efficient and work with content as an intrinsic part of their workflow rather than a separate effort to 

manage content, or storage, directly.  

 

When implemented in this way, content creation and archival workflows become a virtual circle of media 

management and production. In the diagram below, we observe the workflow steps of asset and content 

creation through archive becomes a cyclical pattern, completing the circle with the ability to retrieve 

archived assets that can in-turn be used to create more assets or select for the next project combined with 

newly created media.  
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Figure 2 – Media Asset Life Cycle 

User Workflow Examples 
Following are a few examples of workflows that highlight the applications of the components of this 

Reference Architecture.  

User Workflow Example 1: Ingest Master Files After Project Completion 

In this workflow, editors or producers might have used CatDV primarily for work in progress while a project 

was active, and now upon completion and delivery of the finished work to the client now want to ensure 

that all potentially valuable source files are protected and associated with the project. This might occur if 

the project collaboration occurred on shared storage such as SAN/NAS, or when a finished project is copied 

over from an external hard drive or location. To proceed, create an “Archive Project Drop” watch folder to 

receive all project files for archiving.  

 

The user will then create a worker action within the file orchestration worker automation environment. This 

automatic workflow step will perform the archiving steps, moving the files from the local, work in progress 

storage from the watch folder created to archive.  This workflow step should also create a production 

catalog manually or an automatic step of the worker action, create any needed proxy or reference versions 

of media, especially to ease web-based content curation, and in working with high resolution files. Next, the 

workflow step will automatically archive content to ActiveScale object storage, and optionally to other tape, 

private cloud, or public cloud destination. Once the archiving step is complete, the content record remains 

in CatDV, and are easily inspectable to confirm that content is stored in archive and no longer on work in 

progress shared storage. At any time, the user can restore and validate the original files to work with again. 

Create 
Assets

Ingest 
Media

Add 
Metadata

Edit

Distribute

Archive
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User Workflow Example 2: Archive Master Files on Ingest 

In this workflow, users want to get master files such as those captured during production and saved to 

camera carts protected as soon as possible, while also making these files immediately available to the entire 

distributed team for grading or tagging. Users ingest raw camera media to CatDV which then creates asset 

records and immediately archives the media on ActiveScale. CatDV will automatically create mezzanine or 

proxy files for editorial and work in progress. Once the project is ready to deliver, the archived camera 

native files will be restored for conform steps. After the master is delivered, the camera native can be safely 

deleted from primary storage, and the master and the project will be archived to ActiveScale.  

 

User Workflow Example 3: Public Cloud Disaster Recovery 

In this workflow, a user has assets in a public cloud store such as Amazon S3. The user will use Quantum 

CatDV to index all content stored in the cloud bucket. Once indexed, the customer can then assess the cloud 

provider and category of storage, reduce egress fees by performing work on the proxy or reference file, or 

shift their primary asset store to an object store that delivers faster performance, predictability, and 

retrieval time with a solution incorporating CatDV and ActiveScale. With a single content reference in CatDV, 

customers can retain a copy of the content in their public cloud provider, and a reference to the secondary 

asset location with ActiveScale as the primary archive.  

 

User Workflow Example 4: Legacy Archive Ingest from External or S3-Compatible Storage 

In this workflow, customers wish to simultaneously organize asset collections on multiple locations, 

including S3-compatible storage. All content will be indexed by CatDV, regardless of initial location, to 

inventory and index all content while extracting file metadata, making it simple to search and retrieve 

from a single interface and support ongoing content consolidation operations. No matter the location of 

the indexed file, users can restore media as needed, generate any needed proxies and archive a protected 

copy of the file on ActiveScale.  

 

User Workflow Example 5: ActiveScale Cold Storage option 

For this workflow it will be a long-term storage repository for big, multi-Petabyte unstructured data sets. 

Many of which are forms of digital imagery, video, or other forms of machine and sensor data. Specific 

industries such as Life sciences, earth sciences, government, higher education, HPC, manufacturing, media 

and content archives will benefit greatly with Quantum’s ActiveScale Cold Storage solution. Why do is this 

a great option? Keep valuable data for decades, it’s cost-effective and the most resilient and available 

platform for this workflow, reduce costs relative to other on-prem object store, and eliminate or avoid 

unpredictable public cloud egress fees. The life cycle policy allows data to remain online while taking 

advantage of the economics of tape when the access pattern for certain assets can leverage that option. 

All transparent and managed entirely by ActiveScale. 
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Solution Overview 
Our tested solution in the lab comprised of Quantum CatDV Server, worker, and associated plugins for 

ActiveScale. The ActiveScale component was a P100 and current software with an Object lifecycle option for 

cold storage to tape. The interconnected components are all connected via 10Gb Ethernet. The solution 

includes a pair of Quantum Xcellis nodes performing metadata functionality for the associated file system. 

With CatDV sitting as a layer above the file system and ActiveScale, the assets are inventoried, cataloged 

and proxies generated for any assets within that namespace. Moving assets through the lifecycle in driven 

by CatDV utilizing a plugin designed specifically for ActiveScale’s cold storage with specific connectors for 

Quantum Scalar hardware. Long term archive comes ActiveScale Cold Storage architecture consolidating 

NVMe, hard drives, and tape resources into a single namespace that scales to billions of objects and 

exabytes of capacity. The Access Layer (see graphic) stores object metadata for fast queries while the Data 

Layer provides unlimited, independent scaling of both Active and Cold Storage to meet demands for both 

immediate access and reduced cost. The ActiveScale architecture enables both active and cold storage 

infrastructures to be deployed at a single site, two sites using data replication, or three sites using 3GEO 

Dynamic Data Placement (DDP). Data buckets can also be migrated and replicated between ActiveScale and 

public cloud environments in support of hybrid cloud deployments. 

For more information select the link below to review the Cold Storage Tech Brief. 

https://cdn.allbound.com/iq-ab/2021/10/cold-storage-TB00064A.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://cdn.allbound.com/iq-ab/2021/10/cold-storage-TB00064A.pdf
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The following Figure 3 depicts an overview of ActiveScale, Quantum metadata server and tape archive 

devices used for a cold storage tier.  

figure 3 – Overview of ActiveScale Cold Storage System Architecture 

 

Figure 4 is a higher level of design including Quantum CatDV, showing hybrid cloud data centers all 

accessible through Quantum CatDV and ActiveScale. 

 

 

 

Figure 4 – High-Level CatDV and ActiveScale Cold Storage Architecture 
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Technology Summary 
The table below lists the technology components that make up the Quantum CatDV and ActiveScale 

reference architecture outlined in this document. The paragraphs that follow the table provide more detail 

on the function of these components in the solution.  

 

TABLE 1 – TECHNOLOGY SUMMARY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Solution Components Item Notes 

ActiveScale S3 Credentials The access and secret keys were created to facilitate the S3 

connection to the endpoint bucket on the ActiveScale System 

CatDV CatDV Credentials Ability to login to CatDV, user or Administrator 

ActiveScale Protocol Version (s) Inbound/Outbound Notes 

Amazon S3 Signature 2 Inbound Provides S3 connectivity to CatDV 

CatDV Protocol Version (s) Inbound/Outbound Notes 

Amazon S3 Signature 2 Inbound/Outbound Provide S3 connectivity 

REST API   HTTP-based API 

HTML 5/CSS3/JavaScript    

Software  Version (s)  Notes 

StorNext 7.0.1  CentOS Linux release 7.7.1908 

ActiveScale 6.1  ActiveScale 6.1 

CatDV Server 10.0.3  Windows 2019 Server  

CatDV Worker 9.0.7.21605  Windows 2019 Worker 
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Quantum CatDV Media Asset Management Platform 
The figure below lists the server versions available and the specific features with each. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quantum CatDV Server Versions 

Quantum CatDV is an agile asset management and workflow orchestration platform that provides powerful 

asset management, automation, and collaboration tools for organizations managing large volumes of digital 

media. The platform delivers a wide variety of media-centric capabilities, including traditional PAM, MAM, 

and DAM, sophisticated workflow automation, and fully customized applications. CatDV deployments create 

transparency and visibility, ensure that best practices are followed, and increase team productivity. CatDV 

unlocks value buried in large media libraries, saving time, money, and stress. Whether deployed on-

premises or in the cloud, across traditional and object storage tiers, customer benefits include: 

• Communicating and collaborating more effectively 

• Automating workflows across tiered storage products 

• Unlocking value in large content archives  

• Saving time and money by leveraging Artificial Intelligence 

CatDV is used today in post-production, corporate video, sports, government, and education markets, and 

has potential to expand to other markets using specifically designed plug-ins for expanded use cases such as 

genomics research, autonomous vehicle design, geospatial exploration, and any use case dealing with large 
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unstructured data. For a closer look at what CatDV with Quantum brings follow the link here to find latest in 

what Asset Management from Quantum brings you. 

Quantum ActiveScale Object Storage 
Outstanding data availability and data integrity are essential for a world-class infrastructure. ActiveScale 

supports configurations where data is dispersed across three locations for extreme availability with 

ActiveScale and dynamic data placement technology (DDP), an advanced erasure code alternative to RAID. 

Even with a full data center outage, the 3-site configuration delivers continuous data availability and 

operations. In addition, ActiveScale proactive data repair provides high data integrity with data verification 

performed in the background. 

All security threats may not be addressed with a single tool; ActiveScale supports keyless encryption of data 

at rest to prevent access via unauthorized applications. Object Lock makes objects immutable; once set, 

immutability can’t be modified even by an administrator, making data safe from ransomware attacks. The 

system may be partitioned into buckets whereby different protection policies may be applied to each bucket 

to align with the security requirements. 

ActiveScale systems are built with industry-standard, commodity-based server platforms. Each server is 

referred to as a node. All nodes execute the same embedded software. ActiveScale object storage systems 

are built with a predefined configuration using dedicated 10GigE or 25GigE switched networks. A single 

namespace or storage pool is maintained across the multiple nodes.  

ActiveScale software enables your environment to scale from terabytes to exabytes in a scale-out 

configuration. Adding more capacity is seamless; as new clusters of nodes are added to the system, capacity 

is added to the pool and the dynamic data placement algorithm balances data placement and makes 

capacity available to applications. ActiveScale presents a standard S3-compliant object interface. 

 

Reference Architecture 
Quantum CatDV Server and Worker nodes are server-side components typically reside in the datacenter, 

deployed on bare metal computers or VMs. Both applications can run on Mac, Windows, or Linux system, 

however, Windows and Linux are the predominant choices. It is recommended that the Server and Worker 

node are connected via 10Gig Ethernet to the file system and to the ActiveScale systems. Both can also be 

connected via block level access over Fibre Channel or High-Performance Ethernet. Whichever deployment 

and connection selected; the worker node must have read/write access to the file system.  

The following Firure-6 represents the lab environment that was configured to show a typical 

implementation of the Reference Architecture and a combination of components used: 

https://www.quantum.com/en/products/asset-management/
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Figure 5 –CatDV and ActiveScale Reference Architecture 
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Requirements  

File System 
The file system needs to have the ability to playback footage at real-time speeds for various workloads up to  

8K. Depending on the workflow, multiple streams of high resolution and high frame rate files will need to be 

supported. If the workflow is designed around proxy workflows the file system needs to have appropriate 

capacity to handle additional assets. Further, the file system should also be highly available for 

uninterrupted access to assets. The file system should be presented to the client’s workstations NFS and 

SMB NAS protocols. In addition, direct access via Fibre Channel or iSER/RDMA Ethernet. Distributed LAN 

Client (DLC) is another Ethernet connectivity option but presented with Quantum proprietary LAN client 

software. As the underlying file system, StorNext can provide these options in addition to multiple tiering 

options including S3 targets and single namespace tiering called pools.  

Networking 
The network requirements can vary depending on the facility and the specific workflow. For this Reference 

Architecture, we selected 100GbE networking from storage to specific Linux clients. There is also a limited 

amount of 32Gbit Fibre Channel storage connected to the file system. ActiveScale S3 targets are connected 

via 10GbE Ethernet. CatDV servers and workers are connected via 1 or 10GbE Ethernet. Clients in this RA are 

connected via 1, 10, 100GbE Ethernet with limited 32Gb Fibre Channel connections. 

S3  Storage Classes and Lifecycle Policies 
ActiveScale Cold Storage supports the S3 Glacier Storage Class as its primary interface. Standard PUT, 

RESTORE, and GET primitives are supported for simple management of cold data objects. In addition, 

lifecycle policies provide for automated transitioning of objects from Active Storage to Cold Storage. 

Applications include the Quantum StorNext® File System, Quantum CatDV Asset Management Platform, 

leading backup applications, and many data management and archiving applications. 

Database 
A database is required for any CatDV solution, while a light-weight built-in database is provided during 

installation, performance is highly tuned for MySQL and Microsoft SQL. 

CatDV 

Server 

a. Download installer for specific operating system here 

b. CatDV Server set server IP address and port number 

c. Post install – Configure through Server Control Panel 5 tabs, instructions follow link above 

• Installation – location of installation 

• Licensing – install registration code 

• Database, build-in DB or MySQL or Microsoft SQL, if choosing third party, 

that will need to be setup and licensed, but probably a better choice 

• Web Server, CatDV has its own built in one 

https://www.quantum.com/en/service-support/downloads-and-firmware/catdv/
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a. CatDV Enterprise or Pegasus Server Software - minimum requirements 

• Windows or Linux Servers (Can be virtualized) 

• 4 Cores 

• 16GB RAM (32 Recommended) 

• SSD (NVMe recommended) 40GB (More for larger databases) 

• 10GbE network connection 

Worker 

Download installer for specific operating system from here 

a. Install client per instructions,  follow link above 

• Install License 

• Enter Server hostname or IP under the CatDV tab 

• Proceed to “watch actions, click + to add new action. This part takes some          

investigation and planning. Review “Configure the Worker Node” in the 

manual 

• Another good section “Hints and tips” 

b. CatDV Enterprise or Pegasus Worker node Software – minimum requirements 

• Windows or Linux Servers (Can be virtualized) 

• 12 Cores 

• 24GB RAM 

• SSD 40GB 

• 10GbE network connection 

*This example was designed with 4 simultaneous Worker node threads running at any time. More may be 

needed depending on the customer environment 

Configuration 
The following sections detail the configuration required for CatDV and ActiveScale for this reference 

architecture. 

The objective of this section is to provide enough setup details that the reader can get the products working 

together and create a basic workflow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.quantum.com/en/service-support/downloads-and-firmware/catdv/
http://docs.squarebox.com/catdv-worker-node/9/
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Quantum ActiveScale Cold Storage Product Configuration Details 
1. Create a user account on the ActiveScale System may need administrative access 

Login Screen ActiveScale: (exp: https://Private.ActiveScale/:10443/asview) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Enter the S3 access and secret key credentials on the ActiveScale system 

3. Create a bucket on the ActiveScale System (e.g. bucket-1), click apply 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Select bucket just created and enter Object Lifecycle parameters 
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5. Next add a policy by selecting the Object LifeCycle 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Then add the policy in the popup window as shown below. In our test setup we set the “days” to 0 

or Zero, to insure movement to Glacier after 24 hours. 

• Select Apply 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Document the domain name of the ActiveScale System 

• exp: https://Private.ActiveScale/:10443/login 

• Login to admin and view dashboard 
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Figure 6 –ActiveScale Dashboard 

Quantum CatDV Product Configuration Details 
 

2. Web-Client 

a. Most Web browsers compatible, interface uses HTML 5/CSS3/JavaScript 

b. Licenses should be obtained along with Server license.  

c. Can be deployed in a DMZ with SSL certificate 

d. Administrator or created username, then opens Web3 interface 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Desktop Client - Download installer for specific operating system from  here 

a. Install the client and following instructions 

b. License the application with registration code 

c. Connect to server with proper credentials 

d. Overview of main features  

1. Import clips 

2. View clips 

3. Outputting clips 

https://www.quantum.com/en/service-support/downloads-and-firmware/catdv/
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4. CatDV Active Scale Archive Plugin  

a. Installed on CatDV Server 

b. Can be deployed on 1 or more dedicated Archive servers for load balancing and redundancy 

5. Plugins   

a. Server-side 

b. CatDV Project Template Plugin 

c. Allows definition of one more Project templates 

d.  Some licenses for worker plugins will be licensed on the server 

 

 

 

 

 

 

e. Worker-side 

1. Download worker plugins from here 

2. Install plugins per instructions, follow link above, each plugin has different 

instructions, but the plugin usually resides in: 

• Windows - C:\ProgramData\Square Box\Extensions 

• Linux: /usr/local/CatDVWorker/extensions 

• Mac: /Library/Application Support/Square Box/Extensions 

 

6. Optional CatDV Tools 

a. CatDV Enterprise or Pegasus Client 

*Pegasus Client is required for complex cinematic media types to playback natively in the application examples - RED, R3D, Arri, etc... 

7. Optional CatDV Adobe Panels and FCPX Extensions 

a. Installation instructions here 

8. Optional Dedicated CatDV Archive Server 

a. Final option, have a dedicated server to manage archive tasks 

 

Validation Activities 
The following are procedures used to validate the solution’s operation. These steps can be summarized as 

ingest, verify, archive to an archive target, verify, search for an asset, restore that asset, and verify again. 

1. Ingest/Catalog assets into CatDV, then verify 

2. Backup from CatDV to ActiveScale 

3. CatDV shows that assets are tracked into ActiveScale 

4. Search archived data when only in ActiveScale 

5. Restore from ActiveScale to CatDV 

6. Add an account for ActiveScale Cold storage  

https://www.quantum.com/en/service-support/downloads-and-firmware/catdv/
https://docs.squarebox.com/faqs/adobe-panel/
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7. Repeats steps 2-5 using Cold Storage 

 

ActiveScale and CatDV Workflow Testing 
1. Define a cloud storage bucket to serve as the target location within CatDV 

 

a. Enter the bucket name 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Confirm that assets are properly ingested into CatDV 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Observe the content moving to the ActiveScale archive 

a. In client or Web Client select Tools > Schedule move to Amazon S3(compatible S3) > select 

“preconfigured” Bucket > select ok 
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4. Confirm that local file versions on work in progress storage are removed and marked ’off-line.’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Restore the file from Archive within CatDV 

a. In client or Web Client select Tools > Schedule restore from Amazon S3 (compatible S3) > 

select “preconfigured” Bucket > select ok 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Full-Res 

Deleted 
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6. Verify the Asset’s health in CatDV 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ActiveScale Cold Storage and CatDV Workflow 

1. Login to ActiveScale, select bucket to be used, select Object Lifecycle, wait for popup  

a. Create object lifecycle policy on the bucket which specifies that objects should transition to 

the 'Glacier' cold storage class after a specified no. of days 

 

 

Full-Res 

Restored 
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Sample : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. In CatDV you will need to add the plugin for ActiveScale to the proper directory hierarchy 

on the server 

a) C:\Program Files\Square Box\CatDV Server\plugins\catdvactivescaleplugin.{version} 

b) On the web3 interface, login, proceed to the Tools Menu > Manage ActiveScale 

Archive Service > ACCOUNTS 

 

 

 

 

c) Fill information you have been provided and select add then save on lower right of 

screen 
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d) Final confirmation, select a clip and see the ActiveScale plugin window 
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3. A user archives a file to ActiveScale using the CatDV plugin 

a) Proceed to Tools menu upright of screen, select Copy or  

Move to ActiveScale  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) Watch the Job Queue 

 

 

 

 

4. Before the specified days to transition has passed, the file is in standard storage and can be 

restored directly. Using a third-party explorer, you can see Storage Class is “Standard” 
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5. After the specified days to transition has passed, ActiveScale automatically moves the file to 

cold storage or storage policy for our testing is “0” days. So after 24 hours you will see the 

same media as shown below 

 

6. Later, a user tries to restore the file from ActiveScale using the CatDV plugin, if the file has 

not been purged from the standard storage class you will get the following error In this case 

we are testing functionality so we are not waiting for the required time and got this error. 

You can do a Purge of files “Purge local files copied to ActiveScale. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. We then request a restore from Glacier through the plugin. requests restore from cold to 

standard storage and sets the restore job to waiting with "Restore from Glacier deep 

storage in progress" 
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8. The plugin periodically re-tries the waiting job until the restore from glacier is complete, 

then restores the file from standard storage as usual 

 

 

Considerations 
When considering implementation of this workflow by sales, presales, and solution architects, it is 

recommended to conduct a thorough inventory the customer’s unique workflow desired, current and future 

needs, and the existing systems and network in place. What does the capacity and speed of the current 

installation look like? What is the growth rate of content, project demands?  For new installations, be 

prepared to architect a solution for immediate concerns but know the growth and sizing steps likely to be 

needed up to 6 years of projected future demand. What does the landscape look like in terms of 

expandability of storage capacity, performance requirements, asset management growth? Will the 

production facilities of tomorrow look different – perhaps emphasizing more dispersed, local facilities in 

different regions rather than very large, consolidated production centers? Will there be a higher emphasis 

on NVMe storage locally, and object storage everywhere else? Will cloud delivered content analysis 

solutions and API-level reporting or solution integration be needed? Look for future opportunities to expand 

capacity and performance as the operation grows and seek to build the infrastructure capability for the 

future today, with a flexible mindset, and platforms that can help you respond to ever-changing needs. 

Summary 
A solution based on Quantum StorNext, CatDV and ActiveScale provides a wide range of options and a 

highly flexible framework to meet a customer’s asset management and protection needs for the 

tremendous amount of assets being gathered today. With ActiveScale as a target, you can easily deliver an 

on-premises private cloud, a highly geo-distributed or 3-site configuration to provide extreme levels of data 

availability, and resiliency and can be further integrated with the Quantum StorNext shared storage 

platform for further content creation and production workflow tuning. 
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References  
The documents below are references to configure the software and the systems for functional testing 

Document Title Download URL 

ActiveScale Documentation Center Link Here 

CatDV Server installation 

Link Here CatDV Worker Manual 

CatDV Client Manual 

Version History 
Version Notes Date 

2.0 Initial Release CatDV and ActiveScale Cold Storage May 2022 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://qsupport.quantum.com/kb/flare/Content/ActiveScale/X100/
https://www.quantum.com/en/service-support/downloads-and-firmware/catdv/
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